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The Challenge
The retailer’s existing SAP architecture challenged the 
Sapbasis team by being hosted at a 3rd party center and 
by being heterogenous: A mixed landscape of virtual but 
also physical servers of which some OS/DB platforms were 
already or close to being unsupported. With SAPBASIS’ 
expertise this hosting model was to be optimized into a 
cost- efficient, flexible and transparent cloud solution for 
future businessprojects on the client’s preferred cloud of 
choice.

The Solution
With their know-how, SAPBASIS could successfully deploy IaaS 
in the landing zone which was developed for the migration. 
The usage of different transfer technologies such as gsutil 
helped optimize downtime and safeguard data transfer from 
3rd party hosting to Google cloud. The alignment and 
automation of IaaS promise future projects to be easy, fast 
and predictable.

The Result
All key systems were migrated successfully to the cloud. The 
OS/DB platforms were upgraded to new supported versions 
and aligned for future maintenance. The architecture was 
modernized and streamlined to secure structured and safe 
operations of the landscape. Technical knowledge was 
transferred to customers own operational team.

Conclusion
With their expert knowledge on SAP-systems, SAPBASIS 
together with Trifork, were successfully able to complete the 
SAP migration to the retailer’s preferred cloud. During their 
step by step cloud journey, Sapbasis worked alongside 
Google to help the retailer’s own operational team gain 
first-hand experience with cloud solutions through 
customized workshops, familiarize themselves with required 
deployment activities and help them determine the design 
and configuration for migrating – all on time
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How Trifork and Sapbasis migrate 
one of Europe’s leading retailer’s SAP 
to the cloud
A R E  Y O U  S T I L L  W O R K I N G  O N  P R E M ?

Why Cloud?
The public cloud is transforming IT and businesses and has 
established itself as a leading platform to run mission critical 
applications including SAP. Traditional benefits of the cloud – 
superior scalability, flexibility and lower costs – are among 
many reasons why migrating your SAP to the cloud is 
beneficial for your business.

Why Trifork?
Trifork is a certified Microsoft partners but also cloud agnostic 
by nature. We help you find the right SAP landscape 
architecture, explore suitable cloud choice and consult you 
throughout the SAP deployment together with your operational 
team.


Read here about the successful cloud transition and how 
SAPBASIS together with Trifork have covered the entire process 
from design, to development, to implementation and to 
operations of an innovative digital solution – delivering a 
strong value proposition in the full life cycle of the digitalized 
enterprise.

«With the expertise from Sapbasis and 
Trifork, we were able to customize our 
own solution from head to toe. They 
helped us moving our complex and 
unsupported hybrid architecture into a 
cost-efficient and flexible cloud host - 
everytihng on time and remotely – in 
times of Covid!»
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